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A STUDY IN WOUND BALLISTICS

I. INTRODUCTION.

Wound ballistics seeks to relate ballistic p'oper tieola projectile to effect of ahit. The complexity of the
phenomenon calls for a subdivision of the problem into simpler sibproblems and for an inwestpglion of special cams
of thes subproblems. A solution of the general problem can be obtained by extending the relations obtmined for the
special cases and yimhtesizing a solution from these partial multi. The gneral problem can ti. divided into
subproblems in many difTerent ways. Each subdivision may allow a variety of' approaches to a synthesis of a general
solution. One such subdivision and a method of synthesis can be readily recognized in the approach used in the
post.

The past studies beapn with the selection of a projectile; i.e., its shape, man, and striking speed. A series
of projectile hits was examined by determining the rate of retardation in various mammalian tissues and by tracing
each path on charts of the human anatomy. The resulting hkjury was estimated by comparing these paths with
qualitative information on injury produced in xperlmeital ankimals. The injury was interpreted in terms of
percentale of incapacitation,. Thus, we have a subdivision of the problem into a description of the projectile, a study
of hits, an estimation oft injury, and an assessment of incapacitation.

The past i•stvalation was restricted to cortain piojectllu shapes and velocities, and only horizontal
trajectories through tIl.: body were analyzed. The results obtained for several combinations of these variables were
synthesized Into perceottalge of incapacitation from which equations for probability of incapacitation were
obtained. 1

In this refoltt we propose to retain this mubdlvisiun ut the problem into ballistic properties of the
projectile, die hit. die Injury, and the conaequenves. We think that tlhe wound ballistics problem will benefit from a
subdivision into still suallor problems and from an explicit statement of selected restrictions and intended
extensions. A detailed li~t of alt the constituents of this subdivisiun, together with a precise definition of every
element, shfows quite reuully the possible choices ul' subproblems thui Can be obtained by restrictions to special

uasus. At the sa wi., the list of constituent i.,rts puts each suhproblem into proper relation to other
subprublems. We cmii quiLckly see which elements cail Ix quantified uaid relatud analytically to each other and which
relations should renam t qpulitutive, expressed in a loim olbrwchoinlisisor tables. As we cannot establish empirical
relutiomis between eveM11iY .j"ctlle uand the correspondilnig 6l)lvcmurcK;u, our final relations must be analytic or at least
they must be quautihuti~ to ipermimt a mouningilui exiesiin u•mi let ilS e0 interpolation or extrapolation; however,
iiteincedite relutiomis mu.* well )6 oina tubular or a lnhilling otiuiv.

This repoii does niot present solutions to any sub•itobleni of wound ballistics. Instead it is limited to an
unalysis t tlhe problewt, We behovc that, whenever possible, Lialysis should pieccde the experimentation and data
collection, both of wlioii aie indispensable fur a uoltinhuti. Analysis is simply an explicit enumeration of the
ahbomptions. restriedoiui. i•md liypotheses that define subpiutulumis in u sufficiently simple and specific manner in
order t) pertnit a feasinlu appiomich and u solution within a Iowusilablo tine, One nhould start collecting experinsenta]
duta fur testing the hyl•tlzies s ind for constructing a solukiun only after specifIc hypotheses have been furiltulated,
gad the. sliould upm'n,,.1iaontc tin. complex reality by simplified relaiions, Some hypotheses proposed in this report
calm ho telaed with the diw ihaul i,,! aiready available,

We believe that the winlysis pmesented below puts in a pioper perspect:ive the problem of the synergistic
etftei of multiple w ouiditig as well -h the question of sei mous Uand lethal wounds.

IL, PROBLEM ANALYSIS.

As stated lii the Introductiunt, we divide wound ballistics problems into a description of the projectile,
the hit, the injury. and tie consequenoms ot the Injury. It ih, not possiblo nor necessary to provide a complete
descrlptiln ot' these four parts of the ihienomenon; rather we need only to specify those aspects which ate essential.,
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In odoir words, we must define abstract concepts of a priciectile, a hit, and others, whitch aespc -!ipe 41 it11thir NgOVa'T
aspects and, at the smie time, are general by explicit exclusion of irrelevant properties.stick as 1;- color of :0
projectile. What is relevant and what is not depends an the purpose for which a solution of the problemn Is sought.
We begini with the consequences that weem to be of Immediate relevance to the military Incupacitustion is ani
important consequence relative to munitions 4offoctiveness and casualty production. However, in the desip of
protective pear for personnel, a definition of seirious andl lethal wounds Is a more desirble mesame of effactiveus
for describing reduction in casualties. In this context, It seems that mortality and morbidity may be appropriate
criteria for classification of wounds into lethtal and nonlethal and serious and nonserlous. Consequently, we choose
mortality, morbidity, and incapacitation as consequences of inury.

With this In miind we patrtition liqury into the local tissue damage of the wound and the systemic
response: L~e., the changle of various physiologial functions Induced by the wound. The local damnage dependsI
primarily on the forces acting on the tissue, whereas systemic respnse is mostly dependent on the damage to the
physiological system. Therefore, the description of a hit mant include both the anatomical site and the force exerted
on thetissue.

The force dependo, aimong other things, on the total enerly of a projectile arid its shape. We specify the
prqlectile by its mats, striking speed, dhape, and typo.

On the basis of the preceding, we obtain the following first level subdivision of the problem.

I. projectile
Maus of projoetile
Impact speed
Shape of projectile
Typv of weapon

2. Mt
Anatowiical site
Interaction force

3. Injury
Wound
Systemic responas
Feedback between wound 2nd response

4. Consequtinces
Mortality
Morbidity
Incapiacitat ioi

In this subdivision. only the niass and tie speed of a projectile need no further specifications, whereass the remairnin
concepts stilli must be defined. It Is useful to subdivide all these eleinents further; ILe., to enumerate their parts and
then tu dt fine each part.

lIn orde~r to define the Admape of' a projectile, we propose u first approximation based on the assumption
that die projectile doeb nut break up or defoini upon impact. T9'erefore, the shape of at projectile with a regular
geometty can be iviidiliy described In forma of a few numerical parameters, for example, as the radius of a sphere. An
irregular projectile such as a fragment can be ripproxlmated by an ellipsoid or parallelepiped. The most convenient
choice of' parameters depends on postulating wounding mechanisms which include an assumption on the Interaction
between Lh. projectile and the fissuo.
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A hit is described by n anatomical dite, much as the heed, thorax, abdomen, ar limbs. In eacht
anatomic.al mite, we have at leant two kinds of timse. soft (skin, fat, muscle, organ parenchyma, fluid. air) and hard
(bones. cartilage, lifaments). Therefore, a description of a hit also involves the force of interaction between the type
of diamu in the amasomd sie mid thes profectile. life force is a hustli. of tim or diatuwe, as weol as of Projectile
characteristics and physical properties of the tluues.

In order to relate the irjury to the consequences, we must describe the wound by anatomical mile and
asoe we mnust speclify the physiological systems hivolved, such a central ntervous, cardiovaiscular, pulmonary, and
others. The systemic response poiameters and their changes are a part of description of the hijury.

Mortality can beexpressed either.a time to death oftef rbuyor arateof mortality withina specified
period. In dlffermI applications of the wound ballistics model, we may be interestedi in either of thes descriptors;
hence, we include both hi our definition of mortality.

We choose to mossura morbidity In several ways. It can be measured In terms of general derangement of
the Injured, the urgency for medical attention, the recovery period, or pennanent &~ability.

hxampie, or levels of Incapacitation are probabilities of incapacitation related to various combat
inlamuas, as discussed In roferenwi 2. for Instaice.

Specific definItions of all thewe components of our subproblems are presented below together with a
disc ussion of' their interrelation.

Ill. CONSEQUENCES.

As stated sbove, we are interested In the following consequences of injury: mortality, morbidity, and
incapacitation. Mortality can be expressed as the expected mortality rateo within a specified period of time or u the
expeaidtit. nie to death. Abstractly, mortality Is a pair that consists of a function of period of time (expcted
mortality rate) and at scalar (expected time to death),

Of course, inore generally, we should consider mortality rate assa random function and time to death as
arandun variable Instead of their expegted values. However, this would complicate appreciably our problem that Is

Lilreudy dliffcult, mince It would require determination of the respective probability distributions, Instead, we
simaplify the problemt evena further and replace the function of time that expresses expected mortality rate by Its
vuiuesat preiselected points, say, t 1, t2 ,.. .,,tn. These may be, rot Instance, as follows. t I a30 sec. t2 w 5 min, t3 a
30 "'in, 14 12 hours, t5 a 5 days, or any other collection of interest, Thus. we define mortality as a six..dimensional
vctor Wlrn. componenlts are five expected mortality rates within specified periods of time and the expected time to

Morbidity ccii be defined us the deviation of an injiured parson from normal. We call this deviation
dcrangeaneni. It can be measured ini terms of the changes in physiological functions such as ventilation, circulation,
toeiabollsin, endocrine secretion, and neurological tunctioaus. Obviously, this deviation It a function of time and, as
in uie casw of the rate ur mortality, we replace this vector-vilued function by Its values at specified instances of time.

Another measure of' morbidity is the time interval that an injured person can wait tor medical treatment
witlaurat art appreciable effect on his chamae for tecovery. We call this tolerance period.

Pit third muasure of sanwbidlty Is die. expected hospitalIzatlon period which we call recovery time,

We are talso interested fit a loiis-runge fila~ct of injury. Hence, we include permanent di:*lfty pa ~rt
ui ous definition of morbidity. Thie Conamittee on Rating or Menal and Physical Imipairment dividet the problem of
duurcnaiiiatlon of disability into the mnedical and administrative purts. The medical problem consists of determination
ul x-uidiaausat Impairment; i.e., a change in physiololocal and biomeschaniloul runctions due to dwamge to organs and
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timies. The admiasrative paut is an interpretation of impuirmunt in terms of disability. Besides the dependence on
impairment, the resulting disability Is influenced by the ale of the person, by his working conditions, his
adaptability, and by other factors.

The Committee published Guides to Evaluation of Permanent impeinment, 2 "12 which enumerate
impeinents and the associated symptoms and pathology in the followin areas of medical interest:

I. Ea, now, throat, and related stnacres,
2. Extremities and back
3. Visual system
4. Cardiovascular &ystena
5. Central nervous system
6. Digstive system
7. Peripheral spinal nerves
a. Respiratory system
9. Endocrine system

10. Mental Illns
II. Reproductive and urinary system

Impairments and related pathological conditions are further delineated in these guides. For Instance, an
impairment of extremities includes deficiencies in finges, hands, arms, lep, etc., as separate impairments. The guides
also provide a conversion of impalments in'o percentage of disability. Thus, these guides can be used to express this
aspect of morbidity as percentage of permanent disability.

The third consequence of injury Is incapacitation; i.e., reduction of ability to perform specified military
taiks such as assault, defense, supply, and reserve. We feel that this consequence should be divided into medical and
administrative (tactical) parts In a fashion sbnglar to the permanent disabillty discussed above, The medical problem
spin Is a determinstkon of the Impairment of physiological and biomechainical functions. We define this as a present
impairment, in contradistinction to the permanent impairment discussed above.

We may begin by refining the functional groups that are being used in the studies of incapacitation and
consider the level of consciousness and the ability to conuunicate as separate tbnctlonal groups instead of
expressing them in terms of functions of extremities as is currently done, We may further refine the groups that
constitute a part of the presently employed assessment of incapacitation by adding separate groups for loss of
dexterity of fingers and hands. An analysis of activities required in the performance of selected combat duties may
Also be very useful in choosing a proper refinement of the present groups.

Another approach to a definition for present impairment is to begin with the list of permanent
Impairments which can be constructed f, um information contained in the guides2" 12and modify this list to obtain a
meaningful collection of present impairments.

In any case, we would define present impairnments either by constructing a list of the familiar
16 functional groups, or a refinement of thes groups, of by tabulating a more comprehensive groupingcompriud of
thc various cases analogous to permanent impairments enumerated in the guides.2" 2

The list of present impairments must be supplemented by formulas and tables that convert the
Impairment Into Incapacitation in a fashion similar to that for converting a permanent impairment into permanent
disability as described in the guides.2 t12

At this point, it should be noted that thetr are two types of synergistic effects of impairments, One is
due to direct Interaction of impairod hinmnehaml'm, rf #. . nd theaA , nther I! d•e t'j tý . L . .
wound and systemic response. The first type of effect is analyzed in the guides, 2"1 2 and, according to the rules for
converting Impairments to disability as formubted in ther.e guides, the results of some impairments are added. There



ute anpamrmments that Juintly produce les disability thanm one would obtain by simply adding the results of each
impairment, and there are also impainnentis that jointly produce m-ire disability then just the suma of individual
,cunmiibutions. AUi this must be considered in time evaluation of synergistic effects of multiple present impairinents.
ot course, the feedback effect mentioned above must be considered additionally.

IV. INJURY.

There awe fdur aspects, of injury: the wound, its local effect, the systemic resposse, uan their
iimteractitim. By then wound we mean a disruption of structural integrity of the Injured tissue anid the
hruopathological con1ditions. Systemic response conuists. among others, of a chump im blood prewae, heart rate,
eniductins ecretion. We muast also consider the local effect of the wound end ths feedback betwee the wound old
file systemic response.

A specific description of the wound and of the systemic response depends on the consequences that we
wun , to consider. Tlipeseore. we discuss die injury in relation to each of the three aspects described above.

Mortality is a result oles change of physiological functions; therefore, we tried only to consider systemic
w~sibtii illisasuud Wi terms ot' disruption of' hoineostasis. Immediate change In homeostasis is the chanage of
llV11md~iyaii66~ aaid v13matllatilotaI. iisIn turn, aftecis the mespommac ca thes endocrine and nervous systems. The resutt
of Wlt oft thesw changes is &im alteration ut blood pass and metabolism whir' affect hematolagical parameters unu
immtep~rity of ceils atid. cornsquently, the level of lerum enzymes. Therefore, we can describe the systemic responss in
tvinis of Imiainaters that characterize dlie following: (1) hernodymiamics, (2) ventilation, (3) endocrine and
syimpamlmuiminictic sacretiun, (4) blood gaaws, (5) serum colloids, (6) mnetabolites, (7) enzymes (8) hematology, tmtd

Numaroust afiforta have becma naiud to 'leteraniaW mortality rate (probability of deeth) in terms of the
vahauwk,- a,,ted above. Fuor lamatrince, tie probability of death is obtained as a function of a single metabolite, namely,
Iaci ute., by WAi laid Aflfi. 1~ 3It was sliowim that, for a group of' 142 patients suffering shock of varying etiologies, tie

* ~piedittiii om buivival amnd nummorvival buand om this pahrameter was 88% accurate.

Atiln 'in al. 4 cluw- u set uiwt; suvccsv deternaiumiiuall ot';Aitcriai systolic bloo pressure (hemodynamic
p~ihl0J and I~l Jbluud g~i&ý as prodictors of the outcome of S2 pitlonts that were in shock because of overdoses
ol buitw~o I-.1utlvdiaide, or inepi-obutiawi. A discrimibiamii futaictiori basnd on thesw variables computes mortality

* ~wim th 8b ucxu.,cy. Thius. vsriuus liwtai and ikunliimear dscminmiautors are available that can be used to determine
* Ih~~oituity wtv w i emi u~mm obysbenic paiumaetmims. Extpected lime to tcatlm can also be estimated on the basils of the

5&,.im vamiaaoa-ti %V utwiuss spouific muitodes tur times variabled ila heotolom VII.

Muiubhuity aspects aru of' two categoriris. LWr~mwmalviemt, tolerance period, amid rei~overy time belong to
tihe li i tt cult.ýýoy -w vi.i cu be o.xpiusd "min terms of systwumw vuriubies inm it tahion siwa~ar to mortality. The second
vatlvjmry Ui,ý. 1,1t5 pl wiiiwmnt inqil 1a011mtesmts fliew depemad U.1 a woumid maid oil the syttima.c icisponse. A description of
%voilhsmIi th1M twa i ivc acuy rolutcd to P~unimammiet isiapualiaaewm amigimt be ubtained as foliuwi. First we list all the
pwuni nti&maiitn 111,AiIb1L3 csilb,.d Wi tlii juudo.Je k'w WmLl1i mpaiamiermt, we list patijulogical conditions explicitly
11lelm1tLiled Uf 441)411. Nest, ir cvich pmuiuogicimi woLufina, we desumilie a class uf woumnds that lead to the

%.uuiid No. N
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It should be noted that the relation of a wound to the permanent pathOlogICal condition may be
stochastic; i.e., we may consider probabilities of aeveral pathological conditions together with specification of a
wound. Similarly, permanent pathological conditions may be related to permsment impairmnents in terms of
probabilities.

The sublelt of pathological conditions extracted from the gtihs 2"12 should be examined r., adequacy
and suplemseted, if necessary, by a procedure bae on the Delphi mnethod; Le., proper questionnaires shouid be
designed andthe nanwers thould be collected and edited according to the Delphi technique. 11w -ee procedure
should provide sublists of wounds for seuab permusent pathological condition. This would yield a relation between

peranenat Impakiatuss and thi wounds.

The next stlp would be to collect accident and battlefield data o! wounds that are Included In the
UbliM and check the validity of the relation. Obviously, we cannot hope to collect enough data for checking every

brandc of the lisa of impairments, pathological conditions, and wounds. Therefore, most of the relations will remain

subjective usuments. However, they will be objective In that they will represent a pooled opinion of several
ameso and will remain the sanme for each application until revised and improved,

Present impairment in the incapacitation should be handled In a similar manner. Again one should begin
with a list of impairments of biophysical functions, including communication and consciousness. The substs of
pathological conditions for each Impairment and the sub|lost of corresponding wounds should be constructed. A
relation of a wound to systemic response should be taken into account by specifying pathological coMidadn for
various periods of time. In other words, for a stecified impairment such as loss of denta•rlty 'of' digits, we may 4-oose
several pathological conditions of varying severity according to the period of time between wounding and the
manifestation of the impairment. It may be expedient to consider aggravation of the Impairment by derangement
obtained in the assesment of morbidity. Such a relation of physical impairment to the level of derangement may be
a proper vehicle for introducing the synergistic effect of multiple wounding.

The valdity of the relation between the present impairments and the corresponding wounds should be

tested by available accident and battlefield data.

In summary, the Injury consists of the values of systemic variables determined at a specified time after
wounding, the description of a wound in terms of damage to structural Integrity, tnd pathology. The type of tissue
and the organ or physiological system Involved must also be specified in this description. Wound description may
remain qualitative. However, it may be expedient to quantify the wounds.

We may quantify a wound by a triplet of numbers as follows. Let wI be the total volume nf tissue that
must be removed before suture of the wound, We call the cavity that results from debridement (sauning no
contraction or expansion of the remaining tissue) the ultimate cavity. For brevity, we also call its volume, w1.
ultimate cavity. Let w2 be the maximum cross.sectonal area of the ultimate cavity. We call w ultimate cut. Thse
two quantities correspond to two different wounding mechanisms that are frequently Terred to as energy
deposition and cutting. H/stopathological conditions are quantified as follows. After debridement, the wound is
flushed with saline mad the washed.out tissue cells ore spun off for a dye-excluaion test of viability. The percentage of
the dye-excludon cells is determined. Let this percentage be w3. Thus a complete definition of the wound for each
type of tissue requires a triplet of numbers: wl, w2, and w3.

One can expevt a considerable variability in the estimates of these numbers, especially because Jf
variability in Judging how much tissue should be debrided. In animal experiments, the procedure for debridement
can be prescribed in detail in order to reduce this variability, which also affects the histopethological value w3 One
posaible approach may be to use the change in color of liquid crystals sprayed on the InJured time in order to .. .
determine the amount of Untie to be debrided. Experiments at the BlophydAcjvldon using this technique sulgpet
that it may be profitable to march for a refinement of this method. A refl.q rn'
effecting relatively uniform debridement.
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Experimental data may be employed to obtain an atAlytta. approxImation or' ultimate cavity and
ultimate cut in tems of the farce exerted an the tissue. Let us assume that the postulated wounding mechrnisiam
leads to tr~o different types of interaction forces, say, F, and F2. 1n the lkexi section, we discuss a hypothesis that
leads ti two such forces. We may try to represent the ultimata cavity, the ultimate cut, and histopathology in teirns
Of functional,11 Of thes fo1046s, Let us amom that tho ans '.'t) of* the cross section of the ultimate casvity normal vi
the path of the prjectile is proportional to Fl, and the maxiintun diameter otf this cross section, Drrm(t), is
psoportlosal to F2; i.e., A(t) -aF I and Dmxt - PF2. Then the ftrnnulus

W1-A., ~ td (1)

-2 0fDmax(t)w~t)dt. (2)

with lnftemtlon over the duration oflpenetration, approximate the LAMLty WI and the ultimate cut w2. The quantity

W3 may be ottributou to itydrudynamndc force only and hence we may LOIsideiO the, lullowing upproximation:

where C is a constant.

This choice of kluantificaticfl of a wound sequlw. thut the questionnaires discussd above be
complemented with autopsy piettuas eand the histological findings cui i eptsnidin to the various levels of darning..
This Information should be assocatcd with the correspondhiig valui of' v/1, w,,, wid w ., Tile questionnaire would
aiso require the values, or raniges of valu "-, of w1,w, slid w~ to producei the puthulogleal conditions contained in
the lists of permanent and prusunt impairainonts. bfcourse, all experinwialal data, including autopsy and histological
records, should first be exarrilled to tost Wi tte proposed quantifiation ut wounds is adequate.

A simple and yet still luiwutiy acc.urate description of local injury secant to bte the most complicated part
of the wound ballistics. Aim extensiveunai~tlysis of existing cxperitteicuitt dutu, including tissue simmulmanta, should be
conducted and a few simple hyiwthuscs onl interaction mechunisnas between a projectile and the tissue should be
tested. Some new experiments, especially walt timsue uiniulanta, may be nvqicired lur determaination of an acceptable
Interaction model.

V. HIT.

Description of a hit ti~Cll3 nui lit e chaigia of qaiwtillcuaiumi off lia iiijiiy. Wv intrtoduced a concept of
sublists of pathological conditions (flat iu.4d i.) a preseint or pelamnent Imipairment. '11twe conditions are associated
With Certain Anatomical Parts Of dig klkly. thence, for at specified part, proteutive ouvirontment, and weapon or
weapon system, we can determine the u oiitonai probability of a hit ot that anatuinical part, given a hit of the
body. Conditional probabilities fur se u ,ia~tomical parts maay be greater then zero for certain single hits.



The wound is described in terms of disruption of structural integrity of the tios" a&d In terms of
induced histopathological conditions. 11erefore, a hit thould Wloo Wtnc.'k a conditional probability of exerting that

-oce whilch produces the damage. Thus, we need to determine an ititeraction mich anism between projectile and
tissue and derive fromi thib relatlon the fraquencies of various mpgnitudes of the interaction force. We choose the
faollowbask hlariheu: the force conist of two componentls, oati being of hydrodynuni drag type and tdo other of
iasticlilooti reaction type. Thus we propose to teat the ft-4owilng sinple equation of motion of a projectile within

the tissu:

dvrn-r .ctv2 - ~ (4)

where mn Is the masn of the projectile, v Is Its speed, and a~ an c~ ar proportionallity coefficienits that depend on
properies of titswu arid projectile, s"c as dqap and orientation. 9, lor each type of fti"u, we r004" c Ij and C2 Inequation 4 with their expected values taken over all the posolible orientations of a projectile, we can integr t
equation 4 to obtain

RI (S)

where xi UIke depth of penetration and

C2  -M C2 CIVO In
- - (6)

V0  V

where vo Is the striking velocity. Now we can obtain the two forces (their expected values) of the interaction
between the projectile and the tissue, namely, P, a c v and F2 0 *. 1 functionib of time.

We cant obtain a description of a hit either by examining available battlefield data or by compadrin the
geometry of the involved santonilcl part with the geometry of the missile path and, if applicable, with protective

bodr.The dat& on projectile retardation by mammaldian tissue and by tissue slmulantv can be used to tert the
interaction model and to determine its parcmeters such as 1 and C2 in equations 5 and 6.

The model and the geometry or the tisaut Involved can be used for determining probability of the
interaction force or of some functional of this force such as, say, total work (energy deposited) or total momentum.
Of couiine, these parameters of hit depend on the projectile descriptors.

V1. PRJE

A complete description of the projectile shc uld Include joint frequency distribution of its mass, speed,
and siuap paraeters. However, for the sake of simplicity, we propose to consider the mean values (or rather their
estimates) of projectile descripturs. 7thi remark completes our deflrtition of the mas and the striking spoed of a
specified projetile at a specified range.
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For deflhlteeas, we aMOme that the shape of a projectil b described by four parunetess. Tme atma
parameter is the maximum premented area; the second, the maximum diametne of this ua; doe thlrd, die mim.m
presented area; and the fourth, the maximum diameter of the minimal area. The sdAwhs of indium r hUs, aooodiony,
the following shape parameters: xr2, 2r, Xr2 , and 2r. The cube of edge a Is characterized by the following
parameters: A2Vj,ato a2 , and avi2- Thew suituus of a Iaralelepipd f dinsamit aX b X c wft CAb
ad bP 0 m:, ar lv T+ il 0 , 3abc/ avo• c+ br b., ,ad oWpe. Tit 61pe I of ma
project of regular ometr form can be expresed in termsofitseomUtry. Howes, it k dmpbrtodeve d ime
pameters emp cdy. Thin =a be dame by obtading 6ie two omoden otm of fth poe dt load o h
,smallest ad lst shadow, with tie projectile placed In di path of peara nys. So& ouatmiu c be mddy
determined with the aid of a photometer. Mearement of aeos ad mahium dimoen of thee do ado pducm
the desired parameters Tle dupe plumetem of bullets ad fl•Mtos cm be radily Vapp Ida1 din ter esof disk
geometric parametn. For insta , if the stem of a fiechette hu adhs ruad lntSh I and two me naua So of
dmrendon a X b X c, then the dupe prametm of the flechette m. appmoxtlnatdy, 2 *d + Ab), . Ur + 42bc and
2(b +r).

The chos of these dispe parameters Is dictated by out hypothesis concerning the relatio between
proectile descdpton ad the hit characteristics. Our hypotheis asume that, for a fixed type of tUmwe gnd a fibed
type of projc , I.e., prjel es with them stability Properties, the coeffi nts c1 and 2 In equtions S And 6
cma be approximated as follows:

01 a all + a2V3 (7)
and

where P 1, 0 2 3, and p4 are the n6isle dsape parameters defined abov. The coefficNts 62, 0D1 anWd P2 depeMd
on mechanical properties of tissue and on the stability of the projectile. If cI andc are determined for menter
shlas by the method described In the preceding setion, we can use equations 7 and I-to cOmpute "1 429 P1, t d
02 by the leat squares method or some other estimating technique. If the hypothesl is dMaged in any way, this it
may be expedient to choose different shape parameters. The ones choen were selected became we propose to teat

L out hypothesis.

We also consider the type of weapon as a part of the description of the projectile, since conditinadl
probabilities of hitting various anatomical sites of the body may depend on the type of weapon.

VII. MORTALITY.

In the preceding sections, we attempted to describe the consequences', injuries, hits, and proJet*esM
Now we turn to relations between these elements. Let C be the set of consequences, W be the set of hJudes, H be
the set of hits, and P be the set of projectlles. The elements of these sets have been defined in the pecedleg setions
with the following relations (mappings) in mi-nd:

h: P'4H

w: H" W (9)

c: W- C

The combination of then mappings produces a mapping of the st P Into the set C; i.e., relat the
descriptors of projectiles to the consequences. This Is the ultimate goal of the wound ballistics which an be achieWd
if we succeed in deriving the three mappings indicated in equatton 9.
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lin view of tie complexity of themou.st, especially of the lot of lwjuules, W, it is adviable to examine a
possiilty of dermvig mapph~ids of simpler sets. For instanc, in~stead of considering All of the complexities Of the met
W. we may study only the injuries to certain part of the body, may, extremities. Suppose we aucceed In obtaining #
mapping of the set P (prj*. tie deecriptors) into a subset of ror-mauences that reult from injuries to extremities.
This mapping can be used in two ways, First, we can urn it to evaluate the relative effect of projectiles if we assume
that whenever one projectille it, my, twice u ae'ecthwci aneutronntin n another, dhen It Is also twice as effective in
general. Secondly, the general napping of P Into C cma be readily obtained fromn partial mapping of various mibsels.

There is alo another way of ohooeing parial problems that are much simpler than the geaeral problem.
Timme partial problems can be obtained by considering varisu projections of dhe sets P. H, W, and C. We reail that
the elemnents of thous sets we vectors (a4uples of amnbers). We can Ignote sosme of the components of thes vectors
and consider dhe mappings or the ats of lower dimensons. We booi now with such a choice, Let V be the set of
systemic responses to wuwana and D be the aet of mortality msits at a qiecif led time to after wounding. We seek the
mapping of V into D.

The patient data recorded in the Center for Study of Shock and Trauma at the University af Maryland
during the last seveal yeams establish our departure point in a seach for such a mapping. These data contain various
systemic parameters measured In shock and tisauma paftints. The patients are clasiidW Into survivals and
nonswvtvalm The sufvivls ato those who left tde Intensi" care unit well enough to be transferred to a prneral
hospital or to as rhabilltatlutA center for physical therapy or to their homes. ADl nonsurvlvals died In the lntcriive
care unit.

Sunms of thas- oatlenta came to the Shock.Traurna Center after unsuccessful treatment at other
hospitals. For this end uthief neamons, the time of Injury is not known in many case. However, we postulate a model
In which this Is not hinponsiani because we asueme that a sufficiently detailed record of the present state of every call
and every organeile In a cvO duvs describe the condition of the patient so completely that his medical history cantnot
add anything to our kneilsdget of his condition. Of course, such a record Is not available. However, we many teat a
hypothesis that a sufficient iaumber of systemic variables can be selected mo that the past medical history, including
the time of onset of tratianu And shock, Is superfluous. If this hypothesis Is correct, then the measurement of
systemic variables at any Inistant should be suffIcient for predicting whether the patient will die or live. On the basis
of this hypothesi, we initially do not differentiate between causes of traumna anid chock. This is consistent with our
assumption that systemic respionse variables con be uwed to predict the mortality rate without reference to the
wound that produced thiesptnvpue.

The patient data i.iiludc SS systemic variables, Our first step is to select a subset of these variables that
is as small as possible and yet sAdequate for deflining our mapping with sufl"Adent accuracy. Therefore, we choore the

* moawcalled terminal point for eudi patient. i~e., the last determinations or the variables either before tie death of the
patient or before his dischwgz- front the Intensive care ward. The toaimlnal mample should show the difference
between near normal and pocd prugnosis conditions more clearly than an) other choice of patient data.

Let x stand for !1n iitnnuple (n-ddlmenslonal column vector) ol'systemtic variables. We assume that the
components of x are jointly nnunnially distributed with the meanis 'C and 7 for survivals and nonsurvivals,
respectively. lit M be the covuraisuce rinstrix of the components of x. Theni the likelihood ratio of x is

L(x) *expfI(x * 9)TMj-l (X - - (X iox - , 
1 (X IN1)
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where superscript T denotes a transpose and M"t is the inverse of M. Consequently, the probability that a patient
will die with systemic variables x is

I

r1(x) '(10)
I +L1x)

We selected 32 systemic variableq that, by the Student's t.test, had the most significant differences
between mean values for survi, als and nonsurvivals. The date of 581 patients were used to estimate the mean values
" and 7 and the covariance matrix M, Using these estimates, the probability r 1(x) for each patient was computed by

equation 10. If we assume that r I(x)< ½ indicates that the patient will survive andthat r 1(.n)b % shows that he will
die, then we find that this rule misclassitles 10% of the patients. Of course, this does not indicate that the estimate
of probability is only 90% accurate. Indeed. a patient with the probability of 0.51 by this rule, for example, is
classified as dead, yet he has 0.49 chance to survive. The tiscuracy of this probability must be tested by comparing
the frequency of nonsurviving with the corresponding probability; that is, by comparing the expected number of
nonsurvivals with the observed number of deceased patients. The sum of the probabilities computed for every
patient yields the expected number of nonsurvivals. In our case. this sum Is 238; i.e,, the computed mortality rate is
0.4096 whereas the actual mortality rate is 0.4010.

This is only a preliminary result, The following steps must be taken to arrive at the formula for
mortality rate. First, the normality of the distribution of each variable and the hypothesis on equality of covariances
for survivals and nonsurvivals must be tested, Secondly, the selection of variables it) be used in the model must be
made according to their joint discriminating power instead of individual discriminating power as indicated by the
statistical significance of the difference of the mean values or by some other criterion. Thirdly, other than terminal
data should be used and the formulas for mortality rate during several periods of time should be derived. Finally, the
dependence of the model on the cause of injury should be examined.

Successful completion of these steps will yield a mathematical model for mortality rate; i.e,, an analytic
formula that expresses the mapping of systemic vectors, x, into mortality rates, rf(x), for selected time intervals,
Together with this we will obtain a collection or systemic variables that are adequate for relating a patient's
condition to the corresponding mortality rate, Let X denote the set of vectors, x, of systemic variables, and let R be
the set of k.tuples of mortality rates, r(x), in the specified time periods. Thus, we have

r: X - R (11)

The next step is to collect a set of human accident and battlefield data that include the needed
information about the projectile, the hit. and the systemic variables, x, at a certain time after wounding, Suppose
that we collect such data for several types of projectiles, The same type of injury can be simulated through animal
experiments and the systemic response variables in the animal can he measured, For each peP1 , we get the animal
systemic variableb. We denote the collection of these variables by the vector g. Thus, for each pePI, we obtain a pair
(g, x). Hence, we can derive an empirical mapping, x - x(g), that maps a subset, G. of a set of all pk. 1ible animal
systemic variables, G, into a subset, X, of systemic variables in humans. By assuming that the derived formulu, x
x(g), holds for every point, geG, we obtain an extension 0 of this mapping

G: G X (12)

More generally, we may ue suitable interpolation and extrapolation procedures to Lonstruct a mappingt 2 from the
pairs (8.x).
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Now we can conduct animal experiments with projectiles and hits not Included in the accident data and
we can generate a number of triplets (pJh1g). where p is a set of projectile descriptors. h is a set of hit characteristics,
and g Is the set of animal systemic response variables. We can use these sets to obtain an empirical mapping

Sa g (ph) (13)

The combination of this mapping with equations I I and 12 yields r - fRpi), I.e., the collection of mortality rates for
a projectile, p, and the hit. h.

Let h1, h2 , .., hm represent a collection of hits that are of Interest and let q. q21 ... qm be the
.,,babllities of these hits. Then the mortality rate model for projectile p is Jiven by

(p) qlfp, ( hi) (14)
I-I

In order to complete the mortality model, we need to obtain a relation for expected time to death. We
propose to derive this by modifying the Gompertz mortality law of actuarial mathematics. This law states that
mortality rate m(t) (probability of death) at the age t is given by

m(t) -a exp lb exp (ct)], (15)

where a, b, and c are model parameters. We assume that deterioration of the patient's condition Is of t,,t exponential
type, as aging Is; but the rate of deterioration is much faster than the rate of aging. Therefore, the isme mortality
law follows, except the time scale Is different. Thus, we can obtain an empirical mortality law from equation 15 by
changing the time scale. The new scale is a function of injury; ILe., a function of systemic variables. We denote the
scale factor by k(x) with bystemic variables, x, chosen at some fixed time. The resulting mortality law Is:

4(t) a exp fb explck(x)tIl. (16)

Since the rate of deterioration increases widt the severity of injury, we may obtain an adequate
representation of k(x) In terms of r(x) which reflects the severity of injury. We may even limit ourselves to just one
component of the vector r(x), my, r (x). Since the scale factor increases at an acceleratod rate as rI(x) goes to i, it
seems reasonable to expect that k(x) hasa a vertical asymptote at r1 (x) a I or at least an Increasing slope as rl(x)
approaches 1. Therefore, ample candidates for k(x) are either a reciprocal of a homogeneous polynomial in I • r M(x)
(or more generally in (I crl(x)) for some c 1 I) or an exponential of this reciprocal; iLe., we write

O(x) 0 11 • ri(x)n [ a)l [ • rl(x)In'! ..+atn. i-rl(x)I (17)

with an.I > 0. We may choose either

k(x) - (18)

or I

k(x) ae Q(x) (19)
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The expected tinme to death, T. is given by

T =f tM(d (20)

where j(t) is defined by equation 16 with k(x) replaced by equations 18 of 19 or some other suitable function such

as k(x) s ao I I r(x)]]', with a > 0, but not necessarily an integer. Integration of equation 20 yields

T a TO k2(x) (21)

where TO is the expected lifetime with no injury, Substitution of actually observed data for rf(x) and survival time,
T, yields an overdetermined system with coefficients of Q(x) as unknowns. The lent squares solution of thl0 system
yields the values of the coefficients,

VIII. MORBIDITY,

A mathematical model for derangement and recovery period can be obtained in the some fashion as the
mortality model described in the preceding section. In fact, derangement may be defined as probability of death
which is a measure of deviation between the patient's present condition and his normal state,

A model for the tolerance period could also be obtained in a similar fashion if we could let data within
this period, Obviously, the tolerance period cannot be measured directly. It can be obtained as an assessment by
experienced ,urgeons. However, another way to estimate the tolerance period is as follows:

Suppose we have at least two determinations of systemic response, x, at the successive instances of time,
say, t I and t2, and that no effective therapy was instituted prior to the time t With these and themortalty model,
we can compute the mortality rates rI and r,) at the times tI and t,2 . By definition, the chance for recovery does not
change appreciably during the tolerance period. Thus, the Aefinition of the tolerance period must in. 1'ide a bound
on this change. Suppose we allow the probability of death to increase during the tolerance period by the factor I ' C
for some small positive, e. We use the values of r I and r2 to extrapolate for the value ro at t * 0 and then for tp so
that r(tp) - (I + e)ro. Then Itp is the tolerance period.

If the data as just described are not available in sufficient amounts for determinl;ag an empirical relation
between systemic variables a I the tolerance period, we may try to determine the effectiveness of the therapy instituted
prior to t, and, consequently, to reduce the value of r to discount this effect, The effectiveness of the therapy can
be estfinated by comparin3 the mortality rates of criticaily injured people brought to the hospital shortly after injury
with the mortality rate in a simila patient group who arrive at the hospital with some delay.

Once the tolerance period for a number of patients has been estimated we can obtain an empirical formula
that expresses this period as a function of systemic variables in a manner similar t) that described in the preceding
section.

The problem of permanent inmpair'•ent and permanent disability is quite different since here the outcome
depends on wound as well as on systemic variables, A model for permanent disability may require a series or
formulas, at least one for each subsystem that constitutes a topic of any tne of the guides, "y

This problem is similar to the problem of incapacitation, which seems tu be of a greater practical
importance than the problem of permanent cOiability. Therefore, incapacitation should be addressed first and then
the approach to the permanent diabtilty should be patterned according to the method developed in the study of
incapacitation.
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IX, INCAPACITATION.

Evaluation of antipersonnel weapons, perhaps, depends on assessment of incapacitation much more than
on any other consequences of the injury. Therefore, this part of the wound ballistics problem may be assigned the
first priority. In view of the complexity of this part, a stepwise solution should be sought.

The present Incapacitation models of Kokinakis and Sperrazual expresm probability of incapacitation in
terms of the mass and the velocity of a projectile. No estimates of the confidence intervals of computed probabilities
are given. However, there are unpublished investigations of the confidence intervals. These results were obtained by
at least two different approaches. Both are based on the assumption that the errors of log [4og (I.p)], where p is the
probability of incapacitation, airs normally distributed. This, perhaps. i a reasonable assumption. However, there are
certain other assumptions in this study. In view of the scarcity of the data, it ib not possible to obtain a reliable test
of these assumptions. Therefore, it is desirable to obtain confidence Intiv,,ls based on other assumptions and to
examine the sensitivity of the model to these assumptions. The sensitivity of the model to the values of parameters
of the assumed distributions should also be determined. The results of such a study should be published together
with the confidence intervals of the past investigations and should be made available to the users of the
incapacitation models.

The next step should be to assess the distribution of incapacitation levels associated with each functional
group and to investigate the effect of this on the final model. If a defi.iite incapacitation level is being masigned for
each functional group as it was done in arriving at the models, t then the assumptions under which such an
assignment holds should be examined and their implications should be investigated.

Similarly, instead of assigning a functional group to each wound class of the present approach, one should
examine the probability distribution of functional groups as a function of the wound clas, The effect of Combining
this distribution with the distribution of incapacitation levels should be investigated.

Also each missile trajectory traced on an anatomic chart should not be assigned a definite wound class,
Instead, some probability distributions of wound classes should be issociated with the trce of a projectile on in
anatomical chart, A combined effect of all these probability distributions should be thoroughly investipgte'

The probability distributions mentioned above can be obtained by applying the Delphi method to in
appropriately devised questionnaire accompanied by the available experimental data. A much fester and easier
approach would be to assume suitable ranges of the variables mentioned above and simple probability distributions
over these ranges. For instance, instead of astigning the functional group X to a particular wound, we may my that
the wound causes functional groups IX, X, and XI. all with equal probabilities of one.third or with some other
probabilities.

Further, probabilities of particular traces should be reevaluated either on the basis of available field data
or by considering more realistic rclatient between the position of the body and the path of a projectile, rather than
an upright frontal exposure to horizontal paths of projectiles.

All that is said so far in this section concerns Itsell with a revaluation of the existing experimental data
and of the past analysis of these data. Additional studies should be cu,','ucted In a stepwise construction of new
models. First of all, one may examine wounding mecianisms. To begin with a physiological effect, we may examine
autopsy and histological records of the past experiments and attempt to determine if the total amount of tissue that
should be debrided can be estimated from these records, The data of the past experiments also include retardation
coefficients by various tissues, Therefore, it is possible to devise tissue simulants that produce the same retardation
&ad to collect new experimental data with these simulants in order to obtain the forces postulated in a wounding
mechanism as, for instance, FI and F of section V. The tissue simulants could be used to obtain empirical relations
between projectile parameters and thetiorces F, and F2.
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Determination of F1 and F2 Of some other forces according to the nwmed wounding mechanlim for
wounds of the past experiments will yield a tabular relation between then forces and the ultinate cavities and
ultimate cuts. We can use this tabular relation to determine an empirical model that expresses the wound in terms of
F! ind F If, as suggested above, F 1 and P2 are expressed in terms of projectile parameters, we can obtain a
mapping of these parameters onto a wound in a soft tissue.

In order to obtain at least partial results, which would constitute a first approximation to the desired
solution, we may awm incapacitation induced by the wounds with pelifled ultimate cavity snd ultimate cut only
for soft times of porn anatomical components such as the head (brain), thorax, abdomen, and extremitiel. Instead
of considering the effect of various projectlges, we examine the effect of various wounds and gonstruct an emprical
model of Incapacitation that relates the ultimate cavity, the ultimate cut, and histopethololW to lacapeatatinm. The
combination of this model with the previously described relation of projectle paruneters to wound parmeters
ylds a first approximation of the Incapacitation model.

Consideration of skeletal structure as well as soft tissue, a finer subdivision of head, thorax, etc. into their
anatomnial components, and application of anayss described in this report would yield a better approximatio to a
desired model.

1
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